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Introduction
Conversations for the Soul is an interfaith tandem dialogue programme. It brings
people of different faiths together to meet in pairs and discuss beliefs and practice
in depth. It allows for a different quality of conversation that can be deeper and
more satisfying than dialogue in groups.

We have found Conversations for the Soul to be a valuable and enjoyable programme.
It enables participants to explore their own faith in relation to others, and build
their understanding of both. It has the capacity to generate sustainable friendships
and connections across differences. It also substantially develops capacity for
dialogue and deeper listening. It is suitable for use by local faith communities and
interfaith groups, and also works well on university and college campuses.

The idea and the original material were developed by Christian Kaestner in conjunction
with the HEA Subject Centre, the University of Sheffield, and the University of
Leeds. St Ethelburga’s has developed the material and the method, and delivered
programmes in a wide range of settings with adults, faith leaders, and young
people. We see it as a valuable tool for increasing tolerance, reducing
prejudice, and building strong and lasting relationships across differences.

For more copies of this guide, or to discuss running Conversations for
the Soul in your area, please contact: tent@stethelburgas.org

Support from the National
Union of Students
NUS’s Student Inter-faith
Project aims to improve the
experiences of students of
faith in further and higher
education, and to increase
inter-faith dialogue between
students on campus. We are
delighted to be supporting
Conversations for the Soul
as part of this programme.
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The process
Participants meet first as a group. At this meeting they get to know each other
informally, eat together, and are assigned their tandem partner. Partners are
chosen carefully by the facilitator according to the needs of the individuals. Some
time is then spent exploring listening skills and the art of good conversation.

The tandem pairs meet a minimum of three times, choosing times and locations
to suit them. They can either stay with the same partner or meet with different
people each time. This booklet is given as a source of ideas for discussion.
Participants can choose the themes which interest them and answer the
questions together systematically. Alternatively they can use themes for
inspiration or as a starting point, but allow the conversation to take them in
other directions. It is up to the participants how they use the material.

Participants meet again as a group at the end of the process (approximately five
weeks after the first meeting). This is an opportunity for each pair to feedback
to the group as a whole, and to hear about the experiences of others. The group are
also encouraged to think about ways to continue to connect with each other,
perhaps through email newsgroups, facebook, or by arranging activities as a group
such as celebrations at their place of worship, or invitations to interfaith events.

Meeting as a pair
Tandem pairs can arrange to meet
anywhere convenient. This could be
in a café or coffee shop. They could
also choose to visit each other’s
places of worship or homes,
or to go for a walk.
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The art of conversation
Conversations for the Soul aims to create opportunities for dialogue that go a little deeper than traditional
interfaith work. This requires trust and sensitivity as well as an understanding of the art of dialogue. Here are
some pointers which could help:

Share the airtime
Make sure both of you are heard and that one person in the pair doesn’t dominate. Sometimes, we can talk for more
than our fair share of the time without realising what we are doing. It can be a good idea to check in with your

tandem partner at the end of each meeting and ask them how you did. Did they feel heard? Did they have
enough space?

Practice active listening
When your partner is speaking, just listen. Don’t use listening time to prepare your own response. Simply
attend to what you are hearing. Be ready to ask questions or reflect back what you hear to check your
understanding.

Show respect and sensitivity
Faith is something that can be very close to our hearts, and we can often be wary of being misunderstood or having
our beliefs challenged in a confrontational way. We should endeavour to listen without judgement. Our aim is to try
and understand how the world looks through our tandem partner’s eyes, and to respect their point of view even when
it is very different from our own.
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Be aware of cultural differences
There may be differences in the way we interact that come from our culture (e.g. around eye contact, asking
questions, or communication style). We need to be tolerant of these, but it can also help to discuss them in your pairs
if needed.

Allow plenty of time
Good conversation is never hurried. Allow plenty of time for your tandem meetings and try
to minimise distraction by turning off mobile phones and choosing meeting places where
you will not be interrupted.

Get comfortable with silence
Being able to sit with moments of silence and empty space between you can help a
conversation to deepen naturally in a way that questions and responses cannot always
achieve as easily.

Practice curiosity
Differences naturally arise within the tandem pairs, and some of these differences can
be challenging. If you are feeling challenged by a particular belief, we encourage you
not to withdraw or put up barriers, but to stay in relationship. Be curious. Try to see
how the world looks through their eyes. How did your tandem partner arrive at this
understanding? In what way does it make sense for them? What experiences have
they had that led them to this belief? Why is it challenging for you to hear this?
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Tips for facilitators
The success of Conversations for the Soul as a dialogue programme depends on the quality of connections and
relationships formed. Your role as facilitator includes:

Recruiting a diverse as group as possible
This could involve a lot of leg-work and the active head-hunting of participants from hard to reach faith groups.

Matching participants well
It is a good idea to have a very simple application form, but also to speak to each participant on the phone
before the first group meeting. The aim is to get a sense of their background and what kind of partner would
interest them.

Creating safe space
Creating a welcoming informal space for the first meeting is important. Using effective ice-breakers will help
everyone to get to know each other and will help in the pairing process. It is also essential to include some
discussion or input around the art of listening and dialogue. (For more pointers on safe space, see the St

Ethelburga’s website).

Encouraging participants to continue the connection
Support the group to maintain their connections with each other after the programme is finished. Keep in touch with
the participants as a group by posting news of interfaith events or creating ‘re-union’ opportunities.
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A. BEING A PERSON OF FAITH

Religious identity
How central is religion in my life? What does faith mean to me?

How important is it to belong to my religious community
and how do I participate in this?

How do I express my faith?

How much does my religion contribute to my outlook on the world?
Am I ‘religious’ or ‘spiritual’? What is the difference?

In which areas of my life does faith have the most significance
or impact? In what areas does it have the least impact?
What do I learn from this?
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Belonging to a faith community
How important is community to your life as a person of faith?

How does someone become a member of your religious community?

Are there any rites or rituals involved in forming and maintaining your community?

What is expected of community members? How does this affect your daily life?

How is your faith community structured? What hierarchies are in place?
How does that affect your religious practice?

How does your community relate to other religious communities?
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B. LIVING WITH FAITH

Feasting and fasting
What is the significance of food within my religion?

What does food symbolise?

What rituals are associated with eating and meals?

Are there special occasions or festivals where food plays a particularly significant role?

Does fasting play a role in my faith?

What is the purpose of fasting and what is your experience of it?



Gender, sexuality,
relationships

What does your faith teach you about relationships?

How is sexuality viewed within your tradition?

What does your faith tell you about masculinity and femininity?
And about the roles of men and women?

Do you endeavour to live by the teachings of your faith in respect of sex,
relationships, and gender roles? To what degree?

Do you experience conflict in this area between the teachings of your faith
and contemporary values?
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Making sacrifices
What guidelines or rules and expected behaviour are prescribed by your religion?

To what degree do you follow these rules?

How does your environment help you in sticking to your standards?

Are there any standards of behaviour in your religious tradition that are difficult
to keep in today’s world? Why are they difficult to keep?

How is your relationship with your faith community affected if you do
or do not follow these standards?

Does your tradition offer any guidance for dealing with the inability to maintain
a given standard?

How do the rules that people of different religions follow affect your perceptions
of that community?
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C. FAITH AND WIDER SOCIETY

God, the world and me
Do you see God as personal or impersonal? What does that mean to you?

How do you understand the relationship between God and the world?

What is your relationship to God or the Divine?

How do you relate to the world? Do you engage with it or try to rise above it?

What is the purpose or goal of your life? And of your religious practice?
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Values and the secular world
Does faith influence values, ethics and behaviour in society for the better?

What other factors serve to uphold human values?

How do your beliefs influence your involvement with civil society?

Should religion and governance be separate or connected?

What is the place of faith communities within secular society?

How might people of faith and people with no faith relate
to each other?
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The environment
What does your tradition teach you about the relationship between humanity
and the earth?

How might your faith teachings be relevant to the current environmental crisis?

What might your tradition suggest about the origins of this crisis? And the solution?

Does your faith inform the way you live on a daily basis in relation to the
environment?

Does your religion offer you a sense of hope for the future? In what way?



D. SPIRITUAL BELIEFS

Things Sacred
Which places are sacred to you or to members of your tradition?

What is meaningful about them? What do you do there?

Besides communal sacred spaces, are there also personal spaces that you consider sacred?

How is the sanctity of those spaces created? How is it maintained?

What is the role of scripture in the beliefs your faith tradition?

How and why might scripture be considered sacred?

Is there such a thing as sacred space within ourselves? How is it created and maintained?
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Talking to god
What forms of ritualised communion with the Divine are there in your faith?

How do you participate in them? What do they mean to you?

How do you communicate with the Divine on a personal level?

What do you talk about? What kind of response do you get?

How do you interpret ‘signs’? Do you have any guidelines for interpreting signs?

If you belong to a non-deistic faith, what does prayer mean to you?
Who do you pray to?
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Death and immortality
Think of a situation in which you encountered death. What impact did this have
on your beliefs, practices and outlook?

What does your religious tradition say about death, and what follows death?

How tangible are these teachings for you? Do they help you to face your own
mortality? How do they impact on your daily life? How do they affect your
religious practice?

What rituals does your faith tradition offer when someone dies?
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E . VIOLENCE AND SUFFERING

Why do bad things
happen to good people?
Are there examples from your own tradition or from scripture where good people
seemed to suffer unduly? How do you make sense of this suffering?

Within your tradition, what meaning is ascribed to suffering?

When you have experienced pain or suffering, how does your faith help you
(or not help you) to deal with it?

What explanation does your religion provide for the existence of evil?

How does that affect your everyday behaviour and religious practice?
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Violence and religion
In the scriptures or narratives of your faith tradition, where does violence play a role?

Where in today’s world is violence justified according to the understanding of your faith
tradition? (e.g. the death penalty?)

How do you personally understand and relate to these aspects of your faith?

We usually think of violence in physical terms. What other forms of violence might there be?

How does the issue of violence impact on your relationship with people of other faiths?

Do you ever experience feelings of anger or violence? How do you deal with this? What
guidance does your tradition offer?



Tolerance and limits
What examples are there in your tradition of people who set an ideal standard
of tolerance?

How do these examples apply to your own life?

How to they apply to interaction with people of other faiths?

Where do you believe tolerance should stop? Can you think of a specific
scenario (hypothetical or real)?

What constitutes blasphemy or insult to God in your tradition?
How do you respond to this?

In what ways do you expect people of another faith to show respect to your faith?
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F. FAITH JOURNEYS

Keeping the faith
What do you consider essential practice to nurture and maintain your faith?

How do you commit to this in daily life?

Does your tradition give any suggestions or guidance about dealing with doubt?
Who do you go to? What do you do?

Have you developed personal strategies for dealing with doubts?
What are they?

Have you ever experienced a crisis of faith or something that challenged
your beliefs very deeply?
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Sharing our stories
How did your journey in faith begin?

What turning points and transitions have you encountered?

From where have you drawn inspiration?

What were the biggest challenges you faced in your faith journey?

What has your faith taught you?

Where do you see your faith taking you in the future?

What are your highest aspirations?
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St Ethelburga’s Centre for Reconciliation and Peace
78, Bishopsgate, London EC2N 4AG
Tel: 020 7496 1610
Fax: 020 7638 1440
enquiries@stethelburgas.org

stethelburgas.org

St Ethelburga’s Centre for Reconciliation and Peace is a company
limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales No: 6408424
and a registered charity No: 1121983
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